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1. Introduction 

The subgroup studied the potential of forward collider experiments for measuring 
the angle a using the B”-> x+n- decay. In particular, we tied to answer the questions of 

what sensitivites the two different proposals (COBEX(I] and forward BCD[ZI) could 

probe CP violation in the above decay mode in units of 107 seconds. A detailed 

comparison of the capabilities of the experiments would require extensive Mottle Carlo 

estimates of the total number of reconstructed and tagged exclusive B meson decays as 

well as realistic estimates of the background. Both experiments have perfomwd most of 

these calculadons and their numbers have been used as the basis of discussion. Given the 

short time available in the workshop, we took the approach of examining the numbers 

presented by the proponents of the two experiments at the workshop and estimated what 

would be achievable. 

2. Overview of the Forward Collider Experiments 

Details of the experimental setup. trigger strategy and tmckinglvenexing capability 

of both BCD and COBEX are covered in this workshop in relevant sessions. Here we will 

just summarize some of [he essential features that are important for our discussion. 

The COBEX detector covers pseudorapidity from I to 6 with a spectranew based 

on a quadrupole and a dipole magnet. Irs vertex detecmr, which consists of uniformly 

spaced disks, is in a field free region inside the beampipe at an inner radius of 2 mm. The 

disks are placed inside the acceleralor vacuum system in ‘Roman Pots’. The massive 

support structure prevents the expansion of the spectrometer into the central region. A 

more serious penalty of placing the vertex detector so close to the beam is the radiation 

dosage. It has been estimated that 01 a luminosity of lO32 cm-2s-1 and at a radius of 
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5mm from the beam, the radiation dosage is IO.8 Mrad per year. Either COBEX has to 

run ar a much lower luminosity or the venex detector has to be replaced every couple of 
months. For triggering, COBEX plans to use a high pt muon trigger, with a pt threshold 

sef between I and I.5 GeV/c, as well as a topology trigger which selects events not 

compatible with a single prcduction venex. But the latter trigger is only effective up LO a 

luminosity of 1031 cn~-~s-~. 

The BCD detector strives to cover a broad pseudorapidity range from -6 to +6. 

Early stages of the detector plan f” use a dipole magnet and a spectrometer in the forward 

region f” cover the rapidity interval from I.5 to 5.5 without compromisng the possibility 

of later expansion into the central region. The BCD venex detector has rapidity space 

disks in the forward region and is outside the beampipe at an inner radius of I cm. 

Radiation dosage is expected to be about 1.7 Mrad per a year of running. For triggering, 
BCD plans to use a high p[ lepton (muon or electron) trigger but they also plan to do a 

vertex trigger with a large processor farm. 

The conclusion from the trackinglvenex group in this workshop is that there is little 

difference between COBEX and forward BCD in terms of efficiency and vertex 

resolution. Furthermore, they also conclude that from the tracking perspective, there is 

no compelling evidence that a forward collider experiment is better lhan a dedicated 

central collider experiment. However, it is also clear that for a decay mode like 
BO -> x+x-, good mass resolution and particle identification are imporlant. Both 

COBEX and forward BCD claim to have a mass resoludon of about 20 MeV for this 

mode. 

3. Comparison of COBM and forward BCD 

Table I summarizes the CP reach in B -> T(+x- decay mode for COBEX[3] and 

forward BCD[4] at the SSC. Most of the numbers are prod&d by the proponents of the 

experiments. The assumplioos used in the generation of these numbers have to be 

checked carefully and systematically. The feasibility of running the experimenls at such 
a high luminosity and at the proposed trigger rate has not been considered thoroughly. 

Nor are the effects of losses due to having more than one interaction per bunch crossing 

included. 

COBEX have evaluated Ihe muon trigger using a Pylhia-based Monte Carlo 
simulation for minimum biased events and fur Bo -> n+ n-. Using a three level trigger 

system. and with apt > I.2 GeV, they estimated that the total rejection factor would be 

about 1300. The efficiency for B -> ?I+ x- in which both decay n’s are accepted is about 

3%. including Ihe inclusive branching rado of B-+X. In table I. the geometrical 

acceplance. tracking and venexing efficiency are combined to give the number ECP. We 

show the physics potential of COBEX for the two triggers [hat they proposed. An 

advantage of the lopology lrigger is that il does not bias the tag panicle. To suppress the 

combinatorial background, various cuts have been studied by both COBEX and BCD. 

BCD assummed that with their analysis cws. a S/B of 1 could be obtained. The study by 

COBEX. on the other hand, showed that while a S/B of greater than 20 is achievable, 

S/B of I has not yet been demonstrated. In the table, a value of S/B of I was assummed. 

Since the final state is a CP eigenstate. tagging information has to be obtained from 

the accompanying B meson. Both COBEX and BCD plan to use lepron(only muon in 

COBEX, and both electron and muon in BCD) and K tag. The soft pion rag discussed in 

this workshop has not been studied at all. There are several sources of wrong lags, such 

as the oscillation of the accompanying B before decay. “I from tags which do nor come 

from the b-x lransitions. These wrong lags dilute the mearurcd asymmeuy. Two 
dilution factors ax given: dray, is the dilution due to mistngging and d,nir is due to 

oscillation. For Bd. using XdcO.7. d mix is equal to X/(1+X2) which is 0.47 using 

Xd=o.7. COBEX claim that when one fits the time dependence of the oscillation, one 

can get 3 better d,ix. BCD. on the other hand. claim 111x1 rven with perfect time 

resolution, dm& can only be as high iis 0.58. 

To estimate background. both COBEX and BCD have douc extensive Monte Carl” 

studies. COBEX have estimated that in the time required to trigxcr on 100 accepted B -> 
n+n- events. there will be 5 x 1010 minimum bias inteructious in their apparatus. 

Assuming IO% reconstruction efficiency, one has to suppress the combinatorial 

background from minimum bias events by more than 5 x 109. Their studies show that a 

minimum overall suppression of 109.from the minimum bias background is achievable 

with loose analysis cuts combining with trigger efficiency autl tight mass GUI on the IIR 

invariant mass. Their conclusion is that the signal to background ralio grealer than i/20 

is achievable. BCD have done a similar study from a different pcrspeaive[5]. They have 

generated a million beauty events and the B” in these events urc Inrced to decay into the 
x+x’ channel. Backgrounds were studied wilh b, c and lighl~qwrk events by trying 

various cuts. Their conclusions are that the principle source of background comes from 

bb events and nor from charm or light quark events. After idl cuts. they found an 
efficiency of 4% for finding Bd -x+x- with a signal 1” noise rzuiu of 70.42. at #he 90% 

confidence level. Both experiments agree that in the n+n- inv;wi:wt mass disttibution. 

there would be significant contamination under the mass peuk from rrflections of the 

decays: Bd -> K+n-, Bs -> K+K-, Bs -> K+n-. Therefore, good Wn separation would be 
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necessary. Both experiments plan 1” use a fast RICH for panicle idenlification. Aside 

from the formidable technical challenge of consrructing and operating B fast RICH, there 

may “01 be a realistic eslimate on the particle identification efficiency and contaminadon 
for the analysis cuts used for Bd -x+x- and ragging in the table. 

4. DIscussIon 

As one can see from [he table. both forward BCD and COBEX claim that they can 

measure a in a year of running at the SSC. However, the COBEX numbers seem to 

imply that it is a better experiment. Their t”lal efficiency is higher, particularly so in the 

topology [rigger although it is highly doubtful if this trigger is practical in a luminosity of 

lO32 cm-*,-I. A small fraction “f their higher Ecp could be attributed to the fact that 

they cover one m”re unit of pseudorapidity but il seems that the crucial difference 

between the IWO experiments is the number used for the tracking and verrexing 

efficiencies. Naively, one would expect the vertex and impacl parameter resolutions are 

better for COBEX. However, a remarkable conclusion of the forward tracking group at 

this workshop is that both experiments are about Ihe same in terms of vertex resolution 

and tracking efficiency: in this cue. if is hard 1” justify the advantages of placing the 

venex detectors inside the beampipe. Wbal might be causing the difference in the 

numbers could be the looser cuts used by COBEX which give them a higher effG%cy as 

well as a higher background. Instead of asumming S/B to be I. if we used 0.05 which is 

what COBEX have demonsnwed 1” be achievable, the figure of merit for COBEX would 

be increased by about IO, bringing the CP reach of the two experiments about the same 

to within a factor of two. 
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Table 1: Comparison of the yield estimates of forward BCD and COBEX at the SSC for 
measument the CP asymmetry: angle a using ~0 -> n+x- 

COBEX at SSC 
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